We tackle home healthcare planning scenarios in the UK using decomposition methods that incorporate mixed integer programming solvers and heuristics. Home healthcare planning is a difficult problem that integrates aspects from scheduling and routing. Solving real-world size instances of these problems still presents a significant challenge to modern exact optimization solvers. Nevertheless, we propose decomposition techniques to harness the power of such solvers while still offering a practical approach to produce high-quality solutions to real-world problem instances. We first decompose the problem into several smaller sub-problems. Next, mixed integer programming and/or heuristics are used to tackle the sub-problems. Finally, the sub-problem solutions are combined into a single valid solution for the whole problem. The different decomposition methods differ in the way in which subproblems are generated and the way in which conflicting assignments are tackled (i.e. avoided or repaired). We present the results obtained by the proposed decomposition methods and compare them to solutions obtained with other methods. In addition, we conduct a study that reveals how the different steps in the proposed method contribute to those results. The main contribution of this paper is a better understanding of effective ways to combine mixed integer programming within effective decomposition methods to solve real-world instances of home healthcare planning problems in practical computation time.
Introduction
Home healthcare planning (HHC) is a type of workforce scheduling and routing problem (Castillo-Salazar et al. 2014) . In HHC the problem is to allocate nurses or care workers to deliver care services at the patient's home. The problem involves producing a job schedule and a route for every worker while its solution satisfies business requirements such as workers qualifications and skills, task requirements, travelling requirements, etc. at the lowest operational cost. Section 2 describes the HHC problem and instances tackled in this paper.
The HHC problem can be formulated as an integer programming or as a mixed integer programming model. It has been shown that solving the problem with traditional optimization solvers is not computationally efficient (Borsani et al. 2006; Bredström and Rönnqvist 2007) . Therefore, several solution approaches use heuristic methods (Brandimarte 1993; Akjiratikarl et al. 2007; Pillac et al. 2012; Pinheiro et al. 2015; Algethami and Landa-Silva 2015) . However, there are ways to harness the power of mathematical programming solvers while still achieving good efficiency in terms of computational time. Here, we investigate problem decomposition techniques that perform well on a range of HHC real-world instances. Section 3 reviews the key literature on decomposition techniques to put our work into context.
A Geographical Decomposition with Conflict Avoidance (GDCA) method that splits the problem into sub-problems defined by geographical regions was presented in Laesanklang et al. (2015) . This method keeps track of workers assigned in sub-problems in order to prevent conflicting assignments (assigning a worker to more than one task at the same time). Sub-problems are solved in sequence and several heuristics to establish such sequence are proposed. The main drawback of this GDCA method is that the solution quality depends heavily on the sub-problem solving sequence. Finding an effective sequencing rule that allows to always find a good complete solution is very difficult. Further details of this method are given in Sect. 4. Then, we propose here an improved decomposition technique, called Geographical Decomposition with Conflict Repair (GDCR), where the solving sequence is no longer required. This method allows conflicting assignments to happen which are then repaired later to produce a valid solution. Further details of this method are given in Sect. 5. Another decomposition method presented here is an iterative approach called Repeated Decomposition and Conflict Repair (RDCR) that combines decomposition and conflicting assignments repair iteratively, resulting in an improvement on the computational time. Further details of this method are given in Sect. 6. Section 7 presents a comparative study between solutions produced by GDCA, GDCR, RDCR, a baseline heuristic and a practitioner (expert human planner).
In summary, the main contribution of this paper is to present two improved decomposition techniques to tackle real-world instances of the home healthcare planning (HHC) problem in the UK. These techniques are the Geographical Decomposition with Conflict Repair (GDCR) and the Repeated Decomposition and Conflict Repair (RDCR), which harness the power of modern mixed-integer programming solvers in order to produce high-quality solutions in practical computation time. This paper also conducts a study of the contribution that the various steps make to the performance of these proposed techniques and a comparative study against solutions produced by a baseline heuristic and the human planner. Section 8 of the paper gives a summary, conclusions and proposed future research.
The home healthcare planning problem
The goal in home healthcare planning (HHC) is to assign to each worker, a set of tasks to be performed where each task is usually at a different geographical location (i.e. the patient's home). A path is a series of tasks to be carried out by a worker within the planning period. A solution to a HHC problem instance is a collection of paths that cover the set of tasks. The solution should also satisfy other conditions such as task requirements, appointment times, required workers qualifications and skills, workers availability, restricted working regions, working time limits, etc. A good-quality solution should have low operational cost. This section describes the real-world HHC problem tackled here and the problem instances provided by our industrial partner. A mixed integer programming (MIP) formulation for this scenario is presented next.
Formulation of constraints
The HHC problem tackled here can be represented by a graph G = (V, E) where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges between nodes. The set of nodes V = D ∪ T ∪ D where T is a set of visiting nodes or tasks, D and D are sets of source and sink nodes respectively (e.g. the worker's home). The set of edges E represents a set of links between two nodes (e.g. between two task locations or between the workers home and a task location). For convenience, we define V S = D ∪T as nodes that have leaving edges and and V N = D ∪T as nodes that have incoming edges. The set of workers is represented by K . A path is the assignment of a set of edges from E to worker k ∈ K . For example, a path is as series of visits to task locations performed by a worker starting and ending at the worker's home. A binary decision variable x k i, j represents the assignment of edges to worker k, then x k i, j = 1 if the edge between nodes i and j is assigned to worker k (i.e. worker k carries out task i followed by task j), otherwise x k i, j = 0. In real-world HHC scenarios like the ones considered here, it is possible that some tasks are left unassigned as there is not enough workforce or no worker has the required qualifications/skills. In such cases, an integer variable y j is used to indicate the number of unsatisfied assignments for task j (i.e. task may require more than one worker) (Bredström and Rön-nqvist 2008; Rasmussen et al. 2012) . If task j is fully assigned then y j = 0, otherwise y j takes a positive integer value equal to the number of workers required to the task. Constraint (1) ensures this requirement is met even for tasks that are unassigned, r j is the number of workers required for task j. 
A path or sequence of tasks can be indicated by a set of variables x k i, j = 1 ensuring that they form a connected sequence of edges for each worker k as given by constraint (2). 
In addition, the path for each worker k should begin at a start location and terminate at an end location (e.g. their home or a central office). The start location and the end location of worker k are D k and D k , respectively. The condition is enforced by constraints (3) and (4). These constraints only apply to the nodes representing the worker's start and end locations. Workers may leave their start location and enter their end location at most once (although the start and end locations may be different) as expressed by constraints (5) and (6) respectively.
The problem also requires that workers have the required skills for every assigned task. Let a binary parameter q k j represent a qualification parameter where q k j = 1 when a worker k has the skills to take visit j, and q k j = 0 otherwise. Only qualified workers can make the visit as indicated by constraint (7).
Travelling between task locations must be feasible in terms of travel time. Decision variable a k j takes a positive fractional value that gives the arrival time of worker k to the location of task j. Note that the maximum arrival time value here is 1440 minutes, which is equivalent to the 24th hour of the day. Let a k i , a k j be the arrival times of worker k at the locations of task i and task j respectively. The arrival time at task j must consider the time duration δ i spent on performing task i and the travelling time t i, j between task node i and task node j. This is enforced by constraint (8) where M is a large constant number.
A worker k must arrive at task node j within the given time window. For task j, the earliest arrival time is w L j and the latest arrival time is w U j . This requirement is enforced by constraint (9). w
Time availability can be different for each worker according to their individual contracts. We adopt the availability constraint from the literature (Trautsamwieser and Hirsch 2011) which defines a time availability period for each worker. The shift start time and shift end time of the worker k are indicated by α k L and α k U respectively. However, in the scenarios tackled in this paper, tasks can be assigned outside the worker's shift but subject to a penalty cost. In order to indicate this, we introduce a binary decision variable ω k j = 1 to indicate such penalisation. The time availability constraints for worker k are given by expressions (10) and (11).
Another working regulation in the HHC scenarios tackled here is not to exceed the maximum working hours for each worker. Each task j requires δ j minutes to be completed. The maximum working hours for worker k is given by h k . Constraint constraint (12) enforces this regulation.
In our HHC scenarios, each worker is associated to a set of geographical regions defined by the service provider. In short, a geographical region contains several task locations and a task location may have several tasks to be assigned. Ideally, a worker should only be assigned to tasks in those geographical regions. However, if necessary, a worker can be asked to travel to locations outside their geographical regions subject to some penalty cost. We define a binary parameter γ k j = 1 to indicate that task j is located in the worker's regions and γ k j = 0 otherwise. We define a binary variable ψ k j = 1 to indicate that task j assigned to worker k is outside the worker's regions, and ψ k j = 0 otherwise. Constraint (13) presents the relation between these binary variables for the different possible cases.
Note that some of the constraints expressed in the above MIP formulation actually express soft requirements in our HHC scenarios. These are constraint (1) (tasks may be left unassigned), constraints (10) and (11) (workers may be asked to work outside their shift hours) and constraint (13) (workers may be asked to work outside their geographical regions). Later for one of the methods described in this paper, constraints (10) and (11) are re-formulated to enforce the condition that workers must not work outside their shift hours.
Formulation of the objective function
The objective function (14) to be minimized involves three costs: monetary cost, soft constraints penalty and preferences penalty. This objective function has been defined in consultation with our industrial partner as it seeks to incorporate the key aspects that make a high-quality solution: low operational cost and improved satisfaction of patients and workers. These costs are balanced into four priority levels, each corresponding to one of the weights λ 1 , . . ., λ 4 .
The weights associated to each operational cost component should be set to values that clearly reflect the difference between the priority levels (Rasmussen et al. 2012; CastilloSalazar et al. 2014) . The highest priority is given to minimize unassigned tasks through weight λ 4 . This is because the first priority of the service provider is to complete as many tasks as possible. The second highest priority is given to minimize the soft constraints penalty (i.e. number of worker time availability and working regions violations) through weight λ 3 . This is because in practice the service provider may ask workers to undertake tasks that are outside their time availability and/or geographical region. The third priority is given to minimize the preferences penalty through weight λ 2 . These preferences are expressed in our HHC scenarios and there are three types: preferred worker-client pairing, worker preferred region and client preferred skills. The degree of satisfaction of these preferences when assigning worker k to task j is given by ρ k j which has a value in the range [0, 3] . This is because the satisfaction of the three types of preferences for each assignment has a value in the range [0, 1] from not satisfied to satisfied. The satisfaction level is reverted to penalty by subtracting it from the full satisfaction score, which is 3r j for each visit j. Finally, the fourth and lowest priority is given to minimize the monetary cost through weight λ 1 . The monetary cost includes travelling cost d i, j and workers salary p k j as calculated by the service provider in our HHC scenarios.
Note that in the above objective function, two of the four priority levels involve a cost related to the geographical regions. In the soft constraints penalty, assignments outside the worker's available regions are penalized. In the preferences penalty, assignments made in a less-preferred region (but still within the worker's available regions) are penalized. Note also that worker skills are involved in two parts of the model. The set of base worker skills required by each task is accounted in constraint (7). The client preferred skills accounted in the preferences penalty cost refers to additional skills that are desirable depending on the client to be served. With this weighted objective function based on priority levels, the total penalty due to violating all soft constraints is always higher than the total penalty due to violating all preferences, as this reflects practice in our HHC scenarios.
Real-world problem instances
The problem instances used here were provided by our industrial partner. Their main business is to provide workforce management software as a service to a large number of home healthcare service providers. From their large number of real-world scenarios, they kindly provided the data for 6 different scenarios and 7 different planning periods resulting in 42 problem instances. We classified these instances in two groups: small and large. The small instances are those labelled WSRP-A-(01-07) and WSRP-B-(01-07). The large instances are those labelled WSRP-D-(01-07), WSRP-E-(01-07) and WSRP-F-(01-07). Table 1 shows the main features of these 42 problem instances. For each instance, the table shows: number of workers (|K |), number of different task locations (|L|), number of tasks to assign (|T |) and number of geographical regions (|A|). Problem instances in the group WSRP-C are different from the others in that they have a much larger workforce size (|K |). In these instances there are many tasks but in a relatively small number of locations. For example, problem instance WSRP-C-01 has T = 177 tasks distributed in only L = 8 locations. Note also that in these WSRP-C instances each geographical region includes only one task location, i.e. A = L. Therefore, these WSRP-C instances do not involve routing within a region but they may involve routing between regions.
As part of the project in which this research has been conducted, we developed a framework to facilitate the collaboration between researchers and practitioners (Pinheiro and Landa-Silva 2014). Among other things, this framework is used to process instances data and to validate/evaluate solutions according to the objective function (14). This framework has also facilitated the development and consistent evaluation of other solution techniques being investigated. The real-world instances and related documentation are available at the following location: https://drive.google.com/open?id= 0B2OtHr1VocuSNGVOT2VSYmp6a2M. An analysis of these benchmark problem instances and a comparison of methodologies to solve them are presented in Pinheiro et al. (2016) . developed, here we are interested in investigating ways to harness the power of modern exact optimization solvers to produce high-quality solutions in practical computation time. One possibility is to use problem decomposition and next we review some of the literature relevant to our research.
Traditional decomposition methods
Decomposition is a technique for tackling a large scale problem which cannot be handled with MIP solvers, the technique seeks to exploit the problem structure (Ralphs and Galati 2010) . Decomposition methods have been applied to many problems such as aircraft routing and crew scheduling problem (Cordeau et al. 2001; Salazar-González 2014) , manpower allocation problem (Dohn et al. 2009 ), employee tour scheduling problem (Ni and Abeledo 2007) and home healthcare scheduling (Rasmussen et al. 2012) . The principle in traditional decomposition methods is to improve solution bounds (upper and/or lower bound) (Ralphs and Galati 2010) . The same principle is applied in the general branch and bound algorithm where bounds are narrowed by computing the linear programming (LP) relaxation or other relaxation techniques that provide better bounds, for example, Lagrangian Relaxation (Fisher 2004 ). Traditional decomposition is usually beneficial when the optimization problem can be defined in some specific structure such as block-diagonal structure so that it can be approached by optimizing blocks independently. There are two main decomposition approaches for exploiting problem structure: constraint decomposition and variable decomposition (Vanderbeck and Wolsey 2010) .
The constraint decomposition method creates a compact problem by inserting approximation planes or constraints to get a better approximation. The planes could generate either outer approximation (cutting plane methods) (Kelley 1960) or inner approximation (DantzigWolfe method Vanderbeck 2000 , Lagrangian method Ruszczyński 1989 . The additional plane generates a cut which eliminates part of the feasible region that does not contain an integer solution. Improved methods use both inner and outer approximations to get better LP bounds (Vanderbeck 2000) . Thus, the problem must be derived in both primal and dual formulations in order to apply a two-way approximation.
The variable decomposition method is applied to problems where decision variables can be separated mostly into two types (Benders 1962) . The method solves the problem in two stages. The first stage chooses a set of integer variables and finds values for them. The second stage finds the optimal solution for the other variables subject to the values given to the first group of variables in the first stage. Benders' decomposition is a method representing this type of approach. It has been applied to many problems such as network design (Costa 2005) , scheduling and routing of automated guided vehicles (Corréa et al. 2007 ) and tour scheduling (Rekik et al. 2004 ).
Heuristic decomposition methods
Heuristic decomposition methods basically seek for a feasible solution and are based on decomposing both variables and constraints. A difference with traditional decomposition methods is that heuristic decomposition discards bounds improvement. Therefore, the process is significantly faster because the repeated optimization process to close the gap between lower and upper bounds is removed.
In essence, heuristic decomposition methods reduce the problem size by partitioning the problem into smaller sub-problems. The partitioning can be done by using a general scheme such as splitting the whole problem into equally sized sub-problems. Also, the partitioning can be done based on some specific problem feature, an example is the steel plant production scheduling problem where the steel making process was used as a splitting rule (Harjunkoski and Grossmann 2001) . The sub-problems created by the partitioning rule are usually defined in a mathematical model. Hence, solving the sub-problems can be approached with a mathematical programming solver. The sub-problem solving process can be done independently or hierarchically. An example of independent sub-problem solving is the time-based decomposition applied to a scheduling model where the time horizon was used as splitting criterion (Bassett et al. 1996) . Hierarchical sub-problem solving requires a solving order for the subproblems. A tier-based hierarchical decomposition defines each tier as a different model, for example batch plant design and planning (Subrahmanyam et al. 1996) , a warehouse location-routing problem (Perl and Daskin 1985) , multi-depot location routing problem (Wu et al. 2002) .
Geographical decomposition is an approach that can be applied to partition problems where geographical regions are defined like in vehicle routing problems. Considering geographical proximity in the decomposition can help to generate efficient routing paths (Reimann et al. 2004 ). For example, polar coordinates partitioning can be applied to problems where there is a depot located on the centre and visiting locations are distributed around the depot (Taillard 1993) . Geographical decomposition can employ clustering algorithms for the partitioning (Campbell and Savelsbergh 2004) . However, clustering alone might not benefit the mathematical solver if the clusters are too large for the solver to tackle. Rules can also be applied to control the size of sub-problems, for example to limit the number of customers by merging customers within a small neighbourhood into one job. This approach was used in a multi-carrier transportation planning problem where delivery jobs are assigned to multiple carrier companies subjected to their operational cost (Landa-Silva et al. 2011) .
The next section reviews Geographical Decomposition with Conflict Avoidance (GDCA). Furthermore, we propose two improved decomposition methods: Geographical Decomposition with Conflict Repair (GDCR), and Repeated Decomposition and Conflict Repair (RDCR) which will be described in Sects. 5 and 6 respectively.
Geographical decomposition with conflict avoidance (GDCA)
This section describes the implementation of the Geographical Decomposition with Conflict Avoidance (GDCA), a heuristic decomposition technique designed to tackle the HHC problem (Laesanklang et al. 2015) . Basically, it decomposes an instance into geographical regions as featured by the problem. The GDCA splits a main problem into smaller subproblems each representing a different geographical region and small enough to be tackled with an MIP solver. We note that the solution produced by GDCA is not guaranteed to be optimal. Figure 1 shows the outline of the GDCA. On the left, tasks are partitioned into geographical regions. On the right, workers are selected by their geographical region availability. Both components are combined into sub-problems as illustrated in the middle of the figure. Subproblems are ordered based on some criterion and they are tackled with the MIP solver in that order. After a sub-problem is solved, the available workforce is updated so that the next sub-problem to be solved does not generate conflicting assignments, i.e. tasks overlapping in time assigned to the same worker. Thus, in this approach conflicts are avoided as subproblems are solved in sequence. Finally, sub-problem solutions are combined into a final solution, i.e. a set of paths one for each worker.
Algorithm 1 outlines the GDCA method which takes a problem instance and generates a solution. A problem instance P can be defined by a set of workers K and a set of nodes V (tasks and start/end locations). The algorithm starts by identifying the unavailability time period between β k L = 0 and β k U = 0 for every worker k ∈ K . Next, the problem instance P is split into sub-problems s ∈ S (step 3). Each sub-problem s contains the task nodes located Algorithm 1: Geographical Decomposition with Conflict Avoidance (GDCA). in the same geographical region and workers who are available to work in that region. Each sub-problem s also contains the start/end location nodes. Hence, each task is in exactly one sub-problem but a worker may be in more than one sub-problem. Each sub-problem is defined by the MIP model presented in Sect. 2 plus the additional constraints (15) and (16). The addition of these constraints means that the worker time availability constraint is enforced in GDCA and hence conflicting assignments are avoided. These constraints define the time period between β k L and β k U as unavailable. The binary variable ζ k is used to enforce the selection of only one side of the available time period, ζ k = 1 for the time interval up to β k L , and ζ k = 0 for the time interval from β k U onwards. Sub-problems are then sorted by non-increasing number of tasks (step 4) and solved in that order (steps 5-8). For every solved sub-problem, β k L and β k U are updated for every worker k ∈ K .
After all sub-problems are solved, constructing the final solution requires combining the paths from all the sub-problems so that a worker has only one working path (step 9). Although each sub-problem provides a path per worker, a worker may be involved in multiple subproblems hence resulting in multiple paths for that worker. Thus, these multiple paths are simply merged into one single path as follows. Let k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n be the multiple paths for worker k given by solving n sub-problems. These paths have the same start location d and end location d . Without loss of generality, assume k 1 is the earliest path, k 2 is the second earliest path and so on. The paths merging process takes the two earliest paths k 1 and k 2 . Then, the ending edge of k 1 (connecting the last task i to the end node d ) and the starting edge of k 2 (connecting the start node d to the first task j) are removed. This is done by setting x k i,d = 0 and x k d, j = 0. Next, the edge connecting i and j for worker k is selected by setting x k i, j = 1. Since d and d is the same location thus
are the arrival times at tasks i and j, start node d and end node d respectively. Therefore, paths k 1 and k 2 are now merged. This process continues connecting the recently merged path to the next earliest path until a single path for worker k is formed.
As mentioned above, GDCA requires an ordering for solving the sub-problems. Our experiments did not identify an ordering criterion that performed the best on all instances. However, we observed that ordering the sub-problems by non-increasing order of the number of tasks provided good overall performance. Experimental results from using this setup on GDCA will be shown in Sect. 7 alongside with the results from other decomposition algorithms.
Geographical decomposition with conflict repair (GDCR)
Solving the problem as a whole with an MIP solver is not practical for the case of instance sets WSRP-A, WSRP-B and some in WSRP-C, but the GDCA described above finds feasible solutions for all test instances. However, the solution quality obtained by GDCA still depends on the sub-problems solving sequence. Moreover, there seems to be no solving sequence that works better for all instances. Therefore, we propose a decomposition approach which does not require a solving sequence, Geographical Decomposition with Conflict Repair (GDCR). Here, sub-problems are tackled in no specific order. The method consists of three stages: geographical-based decomposition, conflicting assignments repair and heuristic assignment. The first two stages achieve most of the tasks assignments of a problem instance, but the heuristic assignment is crucial to complete the whole solution. Figure 2 shows the outline of the GDCR. The upper rectangle in the figure illustrates the geographical decomposition, the lower right rectangle illustrates the conflicting assignments repair and the lower left rectangle illustrates the heuristic assignment. In summary, GDCR decomposes a problem instance by geographical regions and solves each sub-problem but not preventing conflicting assignments. Then, conflicting assignments are repaired which may result in some unassigned tasks. Finally, a heuristic assignment algorithm is used to deal with unassigned tasks. Each of these stages is further explained later in this paper.
Algorithm 2 outlines the GDCR method which takes a problem instance and generates a solution by assigning paths to workforce. The algorithm shows the three stages executed in sequence: geographical decomposition (lines 2-5), conflicting assignments repair (lines 6-10) and heuristic assignment (line 14). We now proceed to describe these three processes in Sects. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. Each sub-problem is defined by the MIP model presented in Sect.2 [not including constraints (15) 
Geographical decomposition
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the geographical decomposition stage decomposes the problem into several smaller sub-problems. This is done exactly as in GDCA, i.e. the sub-problems are defined by the geographical regions. Then, each sub-problem contains the task nodes located in the same geographical region and workers who are available to work in that region. Each sub-problem also contains the start/end location nodes. Algorithm 3 outlines this stage. The set of tasks are partitioned (line 2) and workforce selected for the tasks in each partition T n (line 4). The sub-problems are generated by subproblem_builder which basically collects data for the sub-problem.
Tasks partition
The size of each sub-problem is restricted by the task partitioning process within the geographical decomposition stage, as shown in Algorithm 4. This process takes the set of task nodes T and returns a partition set TP with no partition element larger than subProblemSize. All tasks located in each region a ∈ A are added to the subset T a (line 5). If the size of subset T a is larger than the maximum allowed sub-problem size (20 locations), then the subset of tasks T a is further partitioned by uniformly distributing the tasks over the second level subsets W (line 10). This second partitioning layer is crucial to control the size of sub-problems so that they can be solved to optimality in practical time by the MIP solver.
Workforce selection
We remind the reader that each worker is usually associated to more than one geographical region, hence the workforce set cannot be partitioned like the tasks. A worker can be used in multiple sub-problems. This is exactly like in GDCA but in that approach, the additional constraints (15) and (16) prevent conflicting assignments. Since these constraints are not used in this GDCR approach, solving each of the s i sub-problems independently may provoke a worker to be assigned to different tasks at the same time in different sub-problems. Hence, the conflicting assignments repair procedure described next is implemented.
Conflicting assignments repair
This process takes the solution from solving each of the s i ∈ S sub-problems and identifies conflicting assignments to form conflict sub-problems. For each path i in the solution of sub-problem s i , the algorithm searches for all the conflicting paths in the other sub-problem solutions. A conflicting path is any other path j that uses the same worker as i . Then, if conflicting paths exist for a worker, they are removed from the sub-problem solutions and put together in a conflict sub-problem. Each conflict sub-problem is defined by the MIP model presented in Sect. 2 and corresponds to exactly one worker and all tasks that were in the set of conflicting paths. Each conflicting sub-problem is then solved with the MIP solver as shown in line 9 of Algorithm 2. Solving a conflicting sub-problem gives a single valid path for the worker but perhaps with some unassigned tasks due to the optimization process. The heuristic assignment process described next seeks to incorporate these unassigned tasks into the overall solution.
Heuristic assignment
At this stage, the set of unassigned tasks T that result from the conflicting assignments repair procedure are tackled with a heuristic assignment method. This is a simple greedy approach that seeks to assign tasks to the worker that incurs the least cost. Algorithm 5 outlines this procedure. Basically, for each unassigned task j ∈ T it seeks the most cost efficient worker k ∈ K that can take the task without provoking a conflicting assignment. This may result in the assignment not respecting the worker's predefined geographical regions, but as explained earlier in this paper, this is a soft requirement in our HHC scenarios. 
Experimental study on the stages of GDCR
We now present experimental results to investigate how the three stages in the GDCR method contribute to generating a final solution to the whole problem instance. For this, we scrutinize the proportion of assigned tasks, travelling distance and computation time that each of these stages deals with in producing a solution. Figure 3 shows the proportion of tasks assigned in each of the three stages. Each of the 42 stacked bars corresponds to 100 % of the number of tasks in the corresponding problem instance. Each stacked bar has four parts: decomposition, conflicts repair, heuristic assignment and unassigned tasks. Each part indicates the proportion of tasks assigned in the corresponding stage of GDCR. On average, the proportion of tasks assigned by decomposition, conflicts repair and heuristic assignment were 26.34, 47.50 and 25.82 % respectively. Only 0.34 % of the tasks were left unassigned. In general, the conflicts repair stage achieves the largest proportion of successful assignments, except for instances WSRP-C. In these instances most tasks have a long duration of 6-9 h. Therefore, it is likely that workers could take only one task in the solution to each sub-problem. Therefore, the conflicting assignments repair stage was less successful in solving conflicting sub-problems. Figure 4 shows the proportion of travelling distance generated in each of the three stages. Each of the 42 stacked bars corresponds to the total travelling distance in the final solution to the corresponding problem instance. Note that there is no bar for WSRP-C instances because no travelling between locations takes place in these solutions. Each stacked bar has three parts: decomposition, conflicts repair and heuristic assignment. Each part indicates the proportion of travelling distance generated in each stage. These are 26.36 % for decomposition, 37.64 % for conflicts repair and 36.0 % for heuristic assignment. Figure 5 shows the proportion of computational time used by each of the three stages. Each of the 42 stacked bars corresponds to the total computational time spent to produce a solution to the corresponding problem instance. For better visualization, the y-axis only shows from 80 to 100 %. Each stacked bar has three parts: decomposition, conflicts repair and heuristic assignment. Each part indicates the proportion of computational time spent in each stage. While the geographic decomposition stage consumes most of the time. This is because the sub-problems generated in this stage are much larger than those generated in the conflicts One way to shorten the computational time of the decomposition stage would be to reduce the size of the decomposition sub-problems. However, this would mean more conflicting paths and hence larger conflicting sub-problems to tackle with the conflicts repair stage. It would also mean more unassigned tasks to tackle with the heuristic assignment stage. Hence, in the next section we propose an iterative decomposition and conflict repair approach. step and improving the overall solution quality. While the GDRC method described above sets the sub-problem size at 20 locations, RDCR sets it at 20 tasks (a reduction in size because one location can be associated to multiple tasks). Also, RDCR uses the decomposition and conflicts repair stages repeatedly until no assignment can be made. The aim is to have a higher utilization of the MIP solver instead of relying in the heuristic assignment stage. Moreover, we investigate different criteria for the decomposition besides geographical regions aiming to further reduce the computational time. Figure 6 shows the outline of the RDCR in two parts. The upper part is the problem decomposition and the lower part is the conflicts repair, these two are used iteratively to find an overall solution. Algorithm 6 outlines the RDCR method. Compared to GDCR, the RDCR approach drops the heuristic assignment stage and relies on the problem decomposition and conflicts repair stages only. Details if the RDCR method are explained in the subsections below.
Problem decomposition
As before, we split the problem into several smaller sub-problems. The outline of this process remains like in GDCR, see Algorithm 3. However, here we use different approaches for task partition and workforce selection as describe next.
Tasks partition
Besides partitioning tasks based on their location, we also use a clustering algorithm, namely k-medoids, to define the partition based on distance between locations. The k-medoids algorithm works in the same way as the k-means algorithm (Park and Jun 2009) . It finds k clusters based on the distance between the items. For better computational efficiency when tackling the sub-problems with the MIP solver, it is also desirable that the clusters are of similar size. Therefore, we propose three rules for tasks partitioning as described next. 
Location based with uniform partition (LBU)
This procedure partitions tasks according to their location while also aiming to limit the size of each subset. The procedure is shown in Algorithm 7. First, tasks are ordered by location into tasksList and processed one at a time. Task j in tasksList is allocated to subset T n if the task has the same location as any task already in the subset or if the maximum size of the subset has not been reached. If task j is not allocated to an existing subset then a new subset is created. We set subproblemSize to 20 tasks. Since most of our 42 HHC instances have locations with no more than 5 tasks, this LBU procedure mostly generates subsets within the size limit or at most a handful of more tasks. 
Region based with k-medoids clustering partition (RBK)
This procedure partitions tasks according to geographical regions and then splits too large subsets (regions with a high density of tasks) using the k-medoids clustering algorithm. The result is a set of sub-problems where tasks within the same sub-problem share the same region and are separated by short travelling distances. The procedure is shown in Algorithm 8. First, tasks are partitioned by geographical regions into A and each subset T a is processed one at a time. Then, the k-medoids clustering algorithm is applied to those subsets that have a size larger than subproblemSize (20 tasks). The clustering algorithms seeks to minimize travelling distance between tasks in the same cluster and the number of clusters size is calculated by dividing the number of tasks in the subset T a by subProblemSize.
Skills based with k-medoids clustering partition (SBK)
This procedure is a variant of RBK explained above. The only difference is that the first partitioning level is based on the skills required by tasks instead of by geographical regions. Then, in Algorithm 8, we replace splitTaskByRegion at line 2 by splitTaskBySkill. The first partitioning level gives subsets with tasks that require the same set of skills. This helps to group tasks that may require specialist workers. Such workers with specific skills are usually low in numbers but may be required to cover tasks in a wide area. The second partitioning level using k-medoids clustering is applied next to reduce the size of larger subsets, those including tasks that require more general skills.
Workforce selection
We propose three workforce selection methods as described next, to complete the subproblems in RDCR. The aim is to select a not too large subset of workers that are suitable for the tasks already in the sub-problem.
Best fitness selection (BF) This procedure finds a set of best workers, where each worker is one of the best candidates for each task in the subset. For each task j in a subset T n we identify the best worker by partially computing the objective function (14). For this, the assignment of each worker to task j is evaluated by computing three components of the objective function: monetary cost, preferences penalty, and soft constraints penalty. The worker must also have the required skills for the task. If the best worker identified for task j has been already selected for another task in the same T n , then the next best worker is selected and so on. This selection method guarantees that all tasks can be assigned unless there is no worker with the required skills for the task. The resulting sub-problem has at most one worker for each task.
Best average fitness selection (AF)
This procedure finds a set of good average workers, where each worker is a good candidate for all the tasks in the subset. Similarly to the BF procedure, for each task j ∈ T n and each worker, we partially compute the objective function (14). But instead of selecting the best worker for the task, we select the next best average worker. Workers are listed in decreasing order of their average partial objective function value considering all tasks in the subset T n . The next available best average worker is selected for the subset until we have the same number of workers as tasks in the subset.
Workers suitability selection (WS) This procedure finds a set of suitable workers, based on skills and locations, for all the tasks in the subset. All workers that have the required skills and location availability for at least one task in the subset are selected for the subset. This selection procedure results in larger number of workers for each sub-problem, which would demand more computational time when solving the sub-problems but could result in higher quality solutions.
Repeated sub-problems solving
Solving the sub-problems with the MIP solver is carried out iteratively until a final solution with a set of valid paths (with no conflicting assignments) is obtained. As before, the subproblems generated with the above procedures are defined by the MIP model presented in Sect. 2 [not including constraints (15) and (16)]. There are no conflicting assignments between the paths in the same sub-problem solution, but there might be conflicting assignments between paths in different sub-problems. Instead of using the heuristic assignment procedure as in GDCR, only the MIP solver is used in an iterative process of generating sub-problems and solving them (repairing the solution). In our experiments, small instances required 2 or 3 iterations of RDCR while larger instances required 5-6 or a few more iterations. Always the first iteration was the most time consuming with the later ones (repeated repairs) being much faster.
Experimental study on the sub-problem generation methods
We now present experimental results to investigate how the three procedures to partition tasks (LBU, RBK and SBK) and the three procedures to select workforce (BF, AF and WS) contribute to generating a final solution to the whole problem instance. The nine combinations are tested on the 42 problem instances and results are collected in terms of the solution quality and computation time. In the results presented here, LBU-BF denotes location based with uniform tasks partition followed by best fitness workforce, similar naming convention is used for the other sub-problem generation procedures. Figure 7 presents the summary of results comparing the nine sub-problem generation methods. From left to right, the figure shows the number of best solutions (#BestSolutions), average objective value (AverageObj) and average computational time (AverageTime) in seconds. Each bar in each sub-figure shows the results obtained for all the 42 instances when using one particular sub-problem generation method within RDCR.
In terms of number of best solutions, LBU-WS and SBK-WS achieve the highest number of best solutions (10 instances), followed by LBU-BF, RBK-BF and SBK-BF with 9 best solutions each. In terms of average objective value, eight of the methods gave very competitive results while only RBK-WS showing considerable lower performance. In terms of average computational time, the figure seems to indicate that the LBU tasks partitioning procedure combined with either BF or AF workforce selection are the fastest methods. The next fastest ones are the RBK tasks partitioning procedure combined with either BF or AF. The three methods using the WS workforce selection method are the most time consuming.
As mentioned before, we were expecting this to be the case as selecting all suitable workers increases the sub-problem size. However, we though that this workforce selection method would result is better solutions but this was not the case as it can be seen in the other subfigures. We should note that there was a time limit set for solving each sub-problem of 30 seconds per task. We also conducted a statistical analysis using the non-parametric Friedman's ANOVA test to determine any statistical significant difference, in terms of solution quality and computation time, between the sub-problem generation methods. We used SPSS (Field 2013 ) and set the main significant level of the test at 0.05. Based on the results of this study we selected the LBU-BF method to be used within RDCR. Detailed results of this study are presented in the "Appendix".
Experimental study on solution improvement in RDCR
This section presents experimental results to assess the improvements achieved in RDCR from the repeated use of the MIP solver. For this, both GDCR and RDCR are run using the same decomposition rule LBU-BF and their performance compared. Table 2 compares the solutions obtained by the two methods on the 42 HHC instances from the six behnchmark scenarios. Column GDCR %Heur shows the percentage of assignments to be made by the heuristic assignment step in GDCR. In RDCR, these assignments are tackled by the second and following iterations (remeber that the first decomposition and conflict repair of both algorithms provides the same solution). Column RDCR #Iter shows the number of iterations used in RDCR. Columns GDCR Obj and RDCR Obj show the objective value for each solution found by GDCR and RDCR, respectively. Finally, column %Diff shows the difference between the two solutions, where a positive value indicates that the RDCR solution is better and a negative value indicates the opposite.
The results in Table 2 show that the first decomposition and conflict repair steps find a solution to the whole problem for six instances: WSRP-A-05, WSRP-A-07, WSRP-B-02, WSRP-C-02, WSRP-C-04, and WSRP-C-07, i.e. both GDCR and RDCR produce the same solution quality in these cases. The table also shows that RDCR produces better solutions Table 2 Comparison between GDCR and RDCR on the same decomposition rule (LBU-BF) Table presents percentage of heuristic assignment made in GDCR, objective value from using GDCR, the number of iterations used in RDCR, objective value from using RDCR and percentage differences between the two solutions Bold text presents better solution Positive percentage difference refers to the case that RDCR provides better solution Negative percentage difference refers to the case that GDCR provides better solution figure) and average objective function (right sub- figure) of GDCA, GDCR, RDCR, heuristic assignment (Heur) and solution from a human planned (Human). A lower objective value presents a better result that GDCR for 28 instances while GDCR is better in 9 instances. This is a clear indication that using the MIP solver iteratively in RDCR results in increased solution quality compared to the using the heuristic assignment algorithm in GDCR. However, focusing in instance set WSRP-E, we can see that GDCR clearly outperforms RDCR in 5 of the 7 instances by a margin between 57 and 86 %. The improvement achieved by RDCR over GDCR in the other two instances, WSRP-E-04 and WSRP-E-06, is by a margin of 27 and 10 %, respectively. The instance set WSRP-E is a scenario where workers are mostly suitable to make every visit. The iterative approach in RDCR might not work well in such conditions of over-fitting workforce because splitting the decisions on assignments across sub-problems might prevent RDCR to achieve the overall better solution. Since GDCR tackles the rest of the assignments in one step, this might help the method to perform better in these cases. Therefore, we can conclude that RDCR is better than GDCR in general but it is also clearly outperformed by GDCR in most of the instances in group WSRP-E.
Experimental study on the decomposition methods
This section presents results from the experiments conducted to compare the overall performance of the three decomposition methods variants described in this paper, geographical decomposition with conflict avoidance (GDCA), geographical decomposition with conflict repair (GDCR) and repeated decomposition and conflict repair (RDCR). Results obtained with these three approaches are compared to solutions obtained from the greedy heuristic assignment approach described in Algorithm 5, solutions produced by a human planner and optimal solutions (when available) from the MIP solver. First, overall results considering all 42 problem instances are presented in Fig. 8 . The graph on the left shows the number of best solutions obtained by each method. The graph on the right shows the average objective function value (the lower the better) obtained by each method. It can be observed that in terms of number of best solutions, RDCR is the best method producing best known solutions for 27 of the 42 instances. The second best is GDCR with 15 best solutions. The heuristic produced only 2 best solutions while GDCA and the human planner did not produce best solutions. In terms of the average objective function value, a similar trend can be observed with RDCR at the top followed by GDCR, the heuristic, GDCA and the human planner respectively. Now, more detailed results are presented for each of the 42 problem instances. Table 3 shows results for the objective function value. These results also include the optimal solution, only available for some small instances, obtained by solving the instance as a whole using the MIP solver. The best results for each instance are shown in bold. The table shows that for most instances in which the optimal solution is available, none of the methods is able to find an optimal solution. The exceptions are RDCR finding optimal solutions for instances WSRP-A-05, WSRP-A-07, WSRP-C-02 and WSRP-C-07, and GDCR finding optimal solutions for instances WSRP-B-02, WSRP-C-02 and WSRP-C-07. For the small instances where no optimal solution is available (WSRP-C-01, WSRP-C-03 and WSRP-C-06), RDCR found the best known solutions. For the 21 larger instances, RDCR obtained best know solutions for 12 of them, GDCR obtained best know solutions for 9 of them (a tie with RDCR in one instance), and the heuristic obtained best know solutions for 2 of them (a tie with RDCR in one instance). Table 4 shows results for the computational time in seconds. Note that the time spent in generating the human planner solution is not available. As expected, the computational time spent in finding the optimal solution (when available) is usually the highest, particularly for instance WSRP-B-03. It is clear that the heuristic is the fastest method for all problem instances taking a fraction of a second in most cases and less than 3 seconds in the others. The second fastest times are shown in bold and we can see than for almost all problem instances RDCR is the fastest method. The exception is instance WSRPA-03 for which GDCA is the fastest method. An overall comparison of the three decomposition methods proposed here, shows that RDCR is the fastest, followed by GDCR and GDCA.
Then, considering both solution quality and computational efficiency, we can conclude that the RDCR method is the best one overall as it ranked first in terms of solution quality and second in terms of computational time. Among the three decomposition method variants, RDCR is the fastest in terms of computational time while still making all task assignments with the MIP solver. The reduction in computational time compared to GDCR and GDCA is mainly from the reduced sub-problem size achieved in the decomposition step. Also, the repeated process of generating and solving sub-problems is able to generate solutions of higher quality. RDCR also shows that harnessing the power of the MIP solver produces better results than the heuristic algorithm. It seems that although GDCR produces good results, using the assignment heuristic brings a limitation on the quality of solutions obtained compared to RDCR.
We also conducted a statistical analysis using the non-parametric Friedman's ANOVA test to determine any statistical significant difference in performance between the methods. Based in the results from this study we conclude that in terms of objective function value, the better ranked methods are RDCR and GDCR and in terms of the computational time the better ranked methods are the heuristic and RDCR. Detailed results of this study are presented in the "Appendix".
Conclusions and future work
This paper has investigated decomposition techniques combining mixed-integer programming (MIP) solvers and heuristics to tackle real-world instances of the home healthcare planning (HHC) problem. The goal in this problem is to plan visits by workers (e.g. nurses and care workers) to patients at their homes in order to carry out some healthcare related tasks. HHC problems involve both scheduling and routing and it has been shown in the liter- Time presents in seconds. Optimal solution is not found on instances marked as N/A Bold text presents the second best computational time as the fastest time always belongs to heuristic assignment ature that these are very difficult problems to solve. This paper proposes effective approaches to harness the power of modern MIP solvers by means decomposition in order to produce high quality solutions in practical computation time. Experiments were conducted using 42 instances from 6 different real-world HHC scenarios provided by our industrial partner, a provider of workforce management software as a service. The paper investigated three variants of the problem decomposition approach at the centre of this research. The overall strategy is as follows. First, to generate sub-problems by some decomposition method. Second, to solve the sub-problems with an MIP solver. Third to integrate the sub-problem solutions into a valid solution to the whole problem. The decomposition techniques proposed here differ in two main aspects: (1) the method to decompose the problem into sub-problems and (2) the method to deal with conflicting assignments (a worker assigned to more than one task at a given time).
The first decomposition method is called Geographical Decomposition with Conflict Avoidance (GDCA). This approach decomposes the problems into sub-problems by splitting tasks according to geographical regions defined by the practitioner. After solving each sub-problem, this method only considers the suitable workforce not used in the previous solved sub-problems so that conflicting assignments are prevented. The main issue with this approach is that the sequence in which sub-problems are solved influences the overall solution quality obtained.
The second decomposition method is called Geographical Decomposition with Conflict Repair (GDCR). This approach differs from GDCA in that the whole suitable workforce is used when solving each sub-problems. This generates conflicting assignments than are repaired later with some heuristic. The main issue with this approach is that it relies heavily on the repair mechanism and that the problem decomposition stage consumes considerable computational time.
The third decomposition method is called Repeated Decomposition and Conflict Repair (RDCR). This approach seeks to decompose the problem in smaller sub-problems compared to GDCA and GDCR. This is achieved by tailored strategies to select tasks and workers for each sub-problem. Nine strategies for generating sub-problems were tested. This RDCR approach applies the decomposition followed by the MIP solver in an iterative way in order to repair conflicting assignments and obtain a valid overall solution. This results in RDCR being the fastest of the decomposition approaches while also producing best results. This paper also presented experimental results comparing the proposed heuristic decomposition methods to solution generated in three other ways: optimal solutions (only for some small instances) by the MIP solver, solutions generated by a fast baseline heuristic and solutions generated by a human planner. Results of the comparison supported by a statistical analysis study allow to arrive to several conclusions as follows:
1. The proposed RDCR decomposition method is the best one overall when considering both solution quality and computational time. 2. The proposed GDCR decomposition method is slower than RDCR and appears to be the second best in terms of solution quality (although showing no significant difference to RDCR). 3. The GCDA decomposition method and the baseline heuristic show no significant difference in terms of solution quality, but the heuristic is the fastest method of all. 4. Compared to the reference solutions by the human planner, it is clear that any of the algorithms produces solutions of considerably better quality.
The research presented in this paper shows that although real-world home healthcare planning is a very difficult optimization problem and heuristics are often proposed in the literature to tackle this type of problems, applying modern MIP solvers within a decomposition strategy is an effective and efficient approach to tackle this problem.
Future work can be focused on the obvious aim of further improving the heuristic decomposition methods for better solution quality and shorter computational time. One particular direction to be explored is the implementation of the proposed heuristic decomposition methods using parallel computing as multiple sub-problems can be tackled simultaneously.
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Appendices Appendix 1: Statistical test on the RDCR experiments
In terms of solution quality, no statistical difference was found amongst the methods except with LBU-AF. However, the methods that showed statistical significant difference to LBU-AF were better, namely LBU-BF, RBK-BF, SBK-BF and SBK-WS. Table 5 reports results of this test with the calculated statistic on the left and the mean ranks on the right. The results show significantly difference between the nine methods with χ 2 (8) = 35.112, p < .001. Therefore, we followed this with pairwise comparisons to identify differences between groups. The results showed significantly difference between the pairs LBU-AF:LBU-BF, LBU-AF:SBK-BF, LBU-AF:SBK-WS and RBK-BF:LBU-AF. It was concluded that LBU-AF produced lower solution quality (higher objective value). Then, we split the methods into two groups. One group with those methods that showed no statistical significant difference to LBU-AF, i.e. LBU-WS, SBK-AF, RBK-AF and RBK-WS. The other group with those methods that showed statistical significant difference to LBU-AF, i.e. SBK-WS, SBK-BF, RBK-BF and LBU-BF. The methods in the latter group achieved better solution quality on average.
In terms of computational time, the study identified three groups, with the methods giving lower computational time being LBU-BF and LBU-AF. Table 6 reports results of this test with the calculated statistic on the left and the mean ranks on the right. Statistical significant differences were found among the nine methods. Furthermore, Table 7 summarises the pairwise comparisons into three categories. The Positive column shows the number of other methods against which the method in the row spent more computational time with statistical significant difference. Similarly, the Negative column shows the number of other methods against which the method in the row spent less computational time with statistical significant difference. Then, the Indifferent column shows the shows the number of other methods against which the method did not reflect a significant difference on the computational time spent. As a result of this comparisons, we split the methods into three groups. In the first group are the faster methods: LBU-BF and LBU-AF. In the second group are those with mixed results hence in the middle of the ranking: RBK-BF, SBK-BF, RBK-AF, SBK-AF and LBU-WS. In the last group are the slower methods: RBK-WS and SBK-WS (Tables 8, 9 ). A lower rank presents a better approach that in terms of objective function value, the better ranked methods are RDCR and GDCR and in terms of the computational time the better ranked methods are the heuristic and RDCR (Tables 11, 12 ).
Appendix 2: Statistical test on the compariosn between decomposition methods

